We are a business-to-business-technological company
that supplies components and services of industrial variable engineering plastic ﬂooring for many sided use.

By placing these vinyl panels you get an integrated, variable and compact ﬂoor
for any commercial and private object with unique attributes in comparison with
ﬂoors from other ﬂooring.
The main advantage of these ﬂoors is their easy and quick assembling, variability and
surface compatibility, a high mechanical strength and load-bearing capacity, ﬂexibility at
exchanging partial parts without operational constraints, easy maintenance and low
price. Furthermore, it is possible to place these vinyl panels horizontally as well as vertically and also there, where it is very diﬃcult with other products.
These vinyl panels also enable revitalization of those ﬂoors, by which the realization
regarding input cost or technical construction complexity is too expensive or complicated.
Handling on this surface is very easy, walking as well as standing is safe and comfortable. The ﬂoor maintenance is relatively easy and quick; there is no need to use any
uncommon relevant cleaners.
That is why these integrated, variable and compact vinyl panel ﬂoorings are matchless in comparison with other similar products.

- high mechanical strength
- chemical resistance
- long material durability
- climatic attribute constancy
- low combustibility
various vinyl ﬂoor panels designs...
- heat insulation (reduction of heat loss)
- walking safety
- easy freight ability
- high partial-planar load bearing
- easy and quick placing (horizontally as well as vertically)
- no need to anchorage or glue
- high ergonomics, variability and surface compactness
- durable or temporary using
- easy exchangeability without operational constraints
frontal ramp
if a partial part is damaged
- comfort and material handling security augmentation
as well as people movement
- easy maintenance
rich accessories
- various designs, thickness and colours
- rich accessories
- various modiﬁcations possible (perforation, etc.)
- progressive solution of new as well as old surfaces
(revitalization, etc.)
- lowering of acquisition costs in comparison with
other bottom material (m2, time for work)
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1200 x 800 x 12-43mm
800 x 600 x 22mm
1,6 – 3,3t/1dm2

panel lock

